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ABSTRACT

Precisely two of the homogeneous spaces that appear as coadjoint orbits of the group
of string reparametrizations (Diff (S 1 ) ) *} carry in a natural way the structure of infinite di-
mensional, holomorphically homogeneous complex analytic Kahler manifolds. These are JV =
Diff (S1) /Rot (S 1 ) and M = Diff (S 1 ) /Mob (S 1 ) . Note that JV is a holomorphic disc fiber
space over M. Now, M can be naturally considered as embedded in the classical universal Te-
ichmuller space T( 1), simply by noting that a diffeomorphism of S1 is a quasi symmetric homeo-
morphism. T( 1) is itself a homomorphically homogeneous complex Banach manifold. We prove
in the first part of the paper that the inclusion of M in T( 1) is complex analytic.

In the latter portion of this paper it is shown that the unique homogeneous Kahler metric
carried by Af = Diff(Sl)/SL(2,*R) induces precisely the Weil-Petersson metric on the Te-
ichmiiller spaces. This is via our identification of Af as a holomorphic submanifold of universal
Teichmiiller space. Now recall that every Teichmtiller space T( G) of finite or infinite dimension is
contained canonically and holomorphically within T( 1). Our computations allow us also to prove
that every T(G),G any infinite Fuchsian group, projects out of Af transversely. This last assertion
is related to the "fractal" nature of G-invariant quasicircles, and to Mostow rigidity on the line.

Our results thus connect the loop space approach to bosonic string theory with the sum-
over moduli (Polyakov path integral) approach.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE
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The Virasoro group (see Witten [16]).



INTRODUCTION

PART I: The complex structures

The group Diff (Sx) and its universal central extension, the Virasoro group, occurs in
string theory as the space of reparametrizations of a closed string. Two coadjoint orbit spaces
of Diff (S 1 ) , namely, N = V>ffi(Sl)jSl and M = Diff (Sx)/SL{l,K)t have occured in the
physics literature as critically important because precisely these two carry the structure of infi-
nite dimensional, holomorphically homogeneous, complex (Kahler) manifolds (Witten [16]). The
complex structures on these spaces are obtained by placing a natural physics-motivated almost
complex structure (arising from Kirillov-Kostant representation theory) on the appropriate spaces
of real vector fields on S1. This complex structure, arising from "conjugation" of Fourier series,
appears, for example, in Pressley [18].

Now, considering diffeomorphisms of S1 as quasi symmetric homeomorphisms one can
naturally identify M as embedded in the classical universal TeichmUller space T( 1). T( 1) is a
holomorphically homogeneous complex Banach domain from the famous Ahlfors-Bers theory of
the Teichmuller spaces. Our first main result is that this inclusion of M into T( 1) is complex
analytic. In fact, M is one leaf of a holomorphic foliation of T( 1). Also, since M\ is a holo-
morphic disc fiber space over M, it seems to us that this naturally and directly connects the string
reparametrization complex manifolds with the complex analytic moduli of Riemann surfaces. It
appears to have been an important question (see, for example, Bowick [5], Bowick and Rajeev [6])
to relate these reparametrization spaces with the spaces of moduli of Riemann surfaces because that
would connect the loop space ("geometrical quantization") approach to string theory with the path
integral ("sum over moduli") approach. Indeed, T( 1) contains canonically within itself as com-
plex submanifolds all the Teichmuller spaces of arbitrary Riemann surfaces or Fuchsian groups. If,
therefore, strings are reparametrized using the more general quasi symmetric homeomorphisms of
the circle (rather than only by smooth diffeomorphisms), then the corresponding SL(2, R) orbit
space is the universal Teichmuller space of Riemann surfaces.

Our method of proof is to show that the almost complex structure obtained by the physi-
cists (Bowick and Rajeev [6], [7); Bowick and Lahiri [8]) on real vector fields on Sl modulo the
Mobius vector fields coincides with the almost complex structure of T( 1) at the origin. The holo-
morphic homogeneity of both M2 and T( 1) under the action of (right-) translation then implies
that the complex structures are compatible everywhere.

PART II: The Kahler structures

The infinite dimensional holomorphically homogeneous complex manifold

M = Dif£(S])/SL(2, R) is shown in Part I to be naturally embedded in universal Teichmuller

space, T( 1), as one leaf of a holomorphic foliation of T( 1). That result showed that these two



"universal moduli spaces" are intimately related. There is a unique (up to a scaling factor) ho-
mogeneous Kahler metric, g, on M, this metric and its curvature have been studied intensively by

many physicists including Bowick, Rajeev, Lahiri, Zumino, Kirillov (see [5], [6], [7],[8] [12],[13]).
The chief result now is that this metric g produces precisely the Weil-Petersson Kahler metric on
the Teichmuller spaces •>.

Let us be more precise. The metric g assigns a hermitian inner product on smooth real

vector fields on the unit circle S]. (S] is to be thought of as the boundary of the open unit disk

A.) Now, tangent vectors to the Teichmiiller space are represented by Beltrami coefficients on

A (modulo the infinitesimally trivial ones). The vector field on Sl corresponding to a Beltrami

coefficient /x is W[IJ,](Z) ^ , z 6 S1 . We are able to express the metric g as a pairing on these

Beltrami coefficients; indeed, the formula is:

.iO= / / / / (i _z^)4

A x A

This formula converges (as it must) whenever /J, v € L°°( A) represent smooth (C2+e is enough
smoothness) vector fields on S1 . However, as it stands, (*) must diverge whenever /i, u represent
non-zero tangent vectors to any Teichmtlller space T( G) (C T{ 1)), where G is any infinite Fuch-
sian group. This implies that each T{G) sits in T{ 1) intersecting transversely the leaves of the
foliation of T( 1) by M and its Mod( G) translates.

On the other hand, the formula (*) for the physicists' metric g can still be used to re-

cover the Weil-Petersson metric on any of the finite dimensional Teichmiiller spaces T( G), (which
is where the Weil-Petersson metric is defined classically). This is accomplished via a simple regu-
lation of the improper integral (*) - as explained in Sec.II.3. Thus, the unique Kahler structure of
Diff (S1) fSL(2, R) really does tie up with the Weil-Petersson Kahler metric on the Teichmiiller
spaces in a very convincing fashion.

The transversality we have mentioned above, of each T{ G) with M, relates intimately to
various facts about the relationship of smooth diffeomorphisms to general quasisymmetric homeo-
morphisms (on S1). Recall (see Sec.II.2) that the universal Teichmiiller space T( 1) can be thought
of as the space of all (Mobius-normalized) quasidisks. Now, the quasidisks corresponding to the
analytic subset M are precisely the ones with C°° boundaries. Bowen [4] had proved that the
boundary of any quasidisk corresponding to a (non-origin) point of T(G), (where A/G is a com-
pact Riemann surface), must be very non-smooth - indeed "fractal". These results (discussed in
Sec.H.4) are thus compatible with, and shed new light on, what we have proved in this paper.

*' The KShler form of the metric g is precisely the symplectic form that M carries by virtue of being

a coadjoint orbit manifold. See Witten [16] and Kirillov [19].



PART I: THE COMPLEX STRUCTURES

LI THE COMPLEX STRUCTURE OF Diff ( S l ) / S ] AND Diff ( S ! ) /SL ( 2 , R)

Let N and M denote respectively these two orbit spaces. We will think of them as right
coset spaces. Using S1 = Rot (S1) and SL{2,R) = Mob (Sl) to normalize a given C°°
diffeomorphism (by following the given diffeomorphism by a normalizing one) we can identify N

(and M) as those diffeomorphisms of S1 that fix one (respectively, three) points of S1.

The Lie algebra of the Frechet Lie group Diff (S 1 ) is the algebra of C°° smooth real

vector fields on Sl (see Goodman [10]). The complexification of this Lie algebra is the Virasoro

algebra generated by the Ln = einfl ^ = i***1 £ , n e 2Z. (Here z - ei6.) A tangent vector to N

at its origin is a linear combination:

where t? - u(&) •$$ is the corresponding smooth real vector field on the circle and the i?TO are the
Fourier coefficients of u(&) (The 1?̂  decay faster than any negative power of k since u(0) is C°°.

See Katznelson [11], p.24.) For M, at its origin, a tangent vector will be of the form

J ? m = i?_m (2)

Here one loses the coefficients i?_i, t?o, t?i because an infinitesimal Mobius transformation of A
(the unit disk) allows one to normalize precisely these coefficients. One may also check that the
Lie algebra generated by L_i ,Lo,Li is precisely (the complexification of) s£(2, R) , as would be
expected.

The natural almost complex structure J at the origin of these two spaces is then defined
(in each case) by (motivated from representation theory); see Auslander-Kostant [17]:

)0mLm. (3)

See Pressley [18], Bowick and Rajeev [7], and Bowick and Lahiri [8]. The formula (3) is, of

course, the classic formula known in the theory of Fourier series as "conjugation". See, for exam-

ple, Katznelson [11] Chapter in. One now follows [7], [8] to define the almost complex structure

everywhere on these (right-) coset spaces Mi by right-translation invariance. As explained in [7]

using the rather obvious involutivity of the (1,0) vector fields this J is seen to be integrable and

the right translations by elements of Diff (S1) act as biholomorphic automorphisms on N and M.

(It is possible to get fairly explicit holomorphic coordinates on N and M as explained by Bruno

Zumino in his July 1988 lectures at the ICTP.) See Zumino [20].



Remark We are purposely using right translations and right-invariant objects in order to

finally coincide with the usual version of the theory of Teichmiiller spaces. It is of course possible,

as indicated in the last remark of the next section, to modify the definition of the Teichmiiller spaces

so that the left-invariant theory of the M and N works compatibly.

1.2 THE UNIVERSAL TEICHMULLER SPACE T (1 ) :

Let Homeo gj( S
1) denote the group of quasisymmetric homeomorphisms of the unit cir-

cle. These are the ones which allow some quasiconformal extension into the unit disc A bounded
by S}. By a well-known characterization due to Ahlfors (see [1] or [14]) these are the homeomor-
phisms that alter cross ratios of points on S1 by a bounded ratio. Now, Bers' universal Teichmiiller
space is

r ( l ) =Homeo , , (5 1 ) /5L(2 ,R) (4)

Again, SL( 2 , R) = M 6b (A) can be thought of as normalizing a homeomorphism by following
it by a M5bius transformation so that the composition fixes + 1 , - 1 and —i (say) on S1 .

The complex analytic structure of T{ 1) comes by thinking of it as equivalence classes
of proper Beltrami coefficients on A. These Beltrami coefficients comprise the unit ball L°°( A )i
of the complex Banach space L°°( A) . Given any jx £ L°°( A)i one solves the Beltrami equation

wz=fiwz (5)

to get a quasi conformal self-homeomorphism w - u>M of A. The boundary values of w^ on S}

(which always exist) is the quasisymmetric homeomorphism of S1 representing the equivalence
class[/i]inT'(A). Thus,

(6)

where ~ is the equivalence relation saying p ~ u if and only if w^ and wu (normalized as explained

by post-composition with Mobius transformations) have identical boundary values on Sl.

Remark The way to get w^ given fi in A is explained in Sec.n.2. Much more about the

TeichmUller spaces will be needed in Pan II of this paper - see the Section quoted above.

Bers proved that T{ 1) inherits the structure of a complex Banach manifold from the

complex structure of the unit ball L°°( A )i. Namely there is a unique induced complex structure on

T( 1) such that the quotient projection <!> : Lco( A h - • T( 1) becomes a holomorphic submersion.

For complete proofs see Nag [14].

Notice that T( 1) is a group (though not a topological group). In fact, composition of

quasisymmetric homeomorphisms corresponds to the following group law on Beltrami coefficients

(see [14], p. 54-55 and p. 227-228)

A • fx = Beltrami coefficient of ( w j o ^ )

= ; i L rI + H
where % = —^— (7)

* ()



Since formula (7) depends holomorphically on \ we see that right translations act as biholomorphic
automorphisms on T( 1) (and on L°°( A )i) .

Remark If we redefine universal Teichmiiller space by associating to /u G Lec(A)i the
boundary values of w~*, then the left translations act biholomorphically. The usual conventions
in the physics literature regarding the orbit spaces of Diff (S1) can then be retained. We prefer to
stick to the classical conventions in TeichmUller space theory.

L3 M «-> T (A) IS A HOLOMORPHIC INCLUSION:

It is well-known that every diffeomorphism of S1 extends to a diffeomorphism of the

closed disk A U S 1 . So diffeomorphisms arc certainly quasisymmetric. Consequently, M =

Diff(5 1 ) /M6b (5 1 ) sitscanonically insideT(l) = Homeo ^ ( S ^ / M o b ( S 1 ) .

Theorem I.I The natural inclusion M <—> T{ 1) is holomorphic. M can be thought of as one
leaf of a holomorphic foliation of T( 1) by injectively and holomorphically immersed leaves. (The
leaves, which are copies of M, are not closed in T{ 1).)

Using the holomorphic homogeneity of both M and T{ 1) under right translations, one
only needs to check the identity of the almost complex structures at the origin. The first problem
is therefore to get a description of the almost complex structure, J, ofT( 1) at the origin, (so as to
be able to compare it with the J of Sec. I.I).

Acknowledgment: The pretty description of J on T( 1) given in the Proposition below is
essentially an idea of S. Kerckhoff. The idea was explained to the first author in oral communication
by CJ. Earle at Cornell University (1987-88).

A quasisymmetric real vector field on S1 , to be thought of as an arbitrary tangent vector at
the origin of T( 1), is obtained from a one-parameter flow of quasisymmetric homeomorphism wt(i,

for any p g L°°{ A). The vector field on S] is then i? = w[fi] £ where wtli has the perturbation
expansion:

) + o(t), H O . (8)

The problem is to obtain /t? on S 1 , where

) jT, ^ [^)^-. (9)
az oz

(Recall that the complex structure of T{ 1) is inherited from the complex structure of the space of

/i's, as explained in Sec.1.2. So J corresponds to sending p to i/j.)

Proposition Using 6 as coordinate on Sx, z = eie, we can write i? = u( 6) Jg where w[fi] (z) =

\zu( z), z6Sl. Then, /i? *= «*( 0) •§§ where w[ i>] (z) = izu*( z), z € Sx. The formula for u*

is:
on S1 (10)



for a certain b € R , c € C Here D( z) is a member of the disc algebra A( A) (namely, functions
holomorphic in A and continuous on A U S1) such that ReD = u on S 1 .

Remark Notice that u(z) is simply the magnitude of the vector field i? at the point z € Sx.

Note also that u* is being shown to be essentially the Hilbert transform of u.

Proof The first variation term iii[fi\ can actually be explicitly written down (see [14], or
Eq.(24) of Part II here) in the form

yy dC (11)
where Ji is the extension of /i to the whole plane by reflection across S1, as explained in Part II,
Sec.n.2. (Explicitly, JL{ =) = /J(uJJ:=r for w in A.) Here R(z,Q is a certain rational function.
The main feature of w[fi] (from which actually formula (11) can be derived) is that

aii[/i] = n a.e.on A, (here 9 = d/dz). (12)

See Nag [14] p.39-40 and p.171 for a proof of this critical property. We also note for later use

that formula (11) implies, since fi is L°°, that u(z) = W.̂ K*? (On 51) satisfies a Holder condition

(|u(2i) ~ u(z2)\ < c\z\ - Z2\x, 0 < X < 1> - i n fact with X arbitrarily close to 1.

Construct the function

F{z) =iii[i>](z) -ib[fi](z), on A U S 1 . (13)

By formula (12) we see that dF = 0 on A, so F is in the disc algebra A( A). Therefore the critical

fact is:

izu'(z) -zu(z) = F(z) on S1, for F£A(&). (14)

It is easy to derive the proposition from formula (14) as follows. Define G 6 A( A) by F(z) =

F(0) + zG(z). Then (14) becomes

on Sl. (15)

We therefore have

u(z) = Re(G(z) + F(0)z) on S1

= Re{G{z) + FjU)z) on Sl (16)

Of course, D(z) = G(z) + F(0)z is also in A(A), and the above calculation shows that D(z)
solves the "holomorphic Dirichlet problem" for the real bounary values u on S 1 .

Eq.(15) now allows us to relate u* with u as desired:

u*(z) = Im(G(z) + F(0)z), on Sl

= Im(D(z) -FjG)z + F(O)z), on Sl

'z, z = ei6. (17)



Note that our D( z) must be of the form

/"2

Jo

e** + z
-3
eie-z

(the "Schwarz kernel" formula for the Dirichlet problem). The fact that u is H61der is well known
(see, for example, Gakhov [9]) to guarantee that D is in A( A) , and therefore Im( D( z)) on 5 1 is
well-defined.

The Proposition is fully proved. D

Remark Notice that the normalization of tuM (to fix +1, -1 and i) implies that the vector fields
u(B), u*{6) must vanish at these three points. The constants b,c occuring in formula (10) can be
related at least partly to the enforcement of this normalization.

To prove our Theorem we need to show that J and J act identically on the smooth real
vector fields t? of S1 . Let, i? = ti( 6) ̂ , with Fourier expansion

Then,
oo

~~ nZ* (19)

is in A(A) with ReD = u on S1 clearly.

By the Proposition we obtain therefore: Jt? = u*(9) ^ where, for certain b,c

= Im{D(ei6)) + (b + ceiB + ce~ie)

n=2 n=2
. / o i iff i — —iB\ / nn\

+ (p + 7e +7e ) (20)

The /? and 7 get normalized to zero via the SL(2, R) normalization. Thus, comparing (20) with
formula (3) for J, we see that /t? = Ji?. The theorem is proved. D

PART U: THE KAHLER STRUCTURES:

n . l THE KAHLER METRIC g ON M

Recall from Sec I.I that the Lie algebra of the Frechet Lie group Diff (5 1 ) consists of

Vectoo(S'1) (= smooth real vector fields on S]). The homogeneous space of (right-) cosets M =

8



Diff (S1) /SL( 2, R)) has, as its tangent space at the origin, those smooth real vector fields v which
are of the form

(1) V =

Here the Lm = eim6$$, m 6 2 ; , generate the complexiiication of Vect°°(S1). Note that

(2) [Lm,Ln] = i(n-m)Lm+n

There exists a unique homogeneous Kahler metric g on M, ([6],[7],[8]). By homogeneity,
one needs to determine the Kahler form u only at the origin of M. The requirement dw = 0 forces
(see [7]):

(3) w([LM ,Ln] , ip) + w([Ln ,Lp],Lm) + w([L p iLM] 1I ( n) s=O

Also, w must vanish whenever one of its arguments is L_i, LQ or L\ - since these vector fields
(which generate s£(2 ,R)) give the zero tangent vector on M. From these conditions one finds
that the only possible homogeneous Kahler form u is given at the origin by:

(4) w(L m j L n ) = o ( m 3 - m ) 6 m , _ n , m,nG 7L - {±1 ,0}

(a is a non-zero complex constant.) Elsewhere on M, of course, w is transported by translations.
This Kahler form ui is precisely the Kirillov-Kostant symplectic form that exists on M since M is
a coadjoint orbit of Diff(S). Compare Witten [16].

Remark Interestingly, the formula (4) has occurred in more than one other context. Segal
([15], p.321) in calculating H2 (Vect °°(S1), 0 gets (4), where (3) becomes interpreted as a cocycle

condition. Again, (4) occurs in conformal field theory where the interpretation of (3) is basically

as the Jacobi identity.

Proposition Let v = 2 vmLm and w = £ wml>m (of the form (1)) represent two real tangent
vectors to M at the origin. Then the KShler metric g, whose Kahler form u was determined above,
assigns the inner product

(5) g(v,w) = - ^
m=2

The infinite series in (5) converges absolutely whenever the vector fields v and VJ are CT + C on S1

(any e > 0) . In particular C2 vector fields produce convergence.

Proof Recall that the Kahler 2-form w is related to the corresponding pairing $byw(v,tu) =

g(v, Jw). Sog(v,w) = — w(u, Jw). It is therefore trivial to deduce (5) from (4). The convergence

assertion follows from the fact that the Fourier coefficients of a Ck+e function on S1 decay at least



as fast as j ^ . (See Katznelson [11], p. 24-25). Indeed, apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to
(5). Convergence is guaranteed if is in £2, and this happens when the vector field tf is C r + e smooth.

D

Note: Since we want j ( v , v ) > O w e must have o = ib with b > 0.

II.2 THE TEICHMULLER SPACES

We recall the basic facts we need from Teichmiiller theory. See Nag [14] for complete
proofs. This section is necessarily a trifle long since we have to understand the relation between
various equivalent definitions of Teichmiiller space.

The universal Teichmiiller space, T( 1), is a holomorphically homogeneous complex Ba-
nach manifold which contains within itself, as complex submanifolds, all the Teichmiiller spaces
T{ G), (for arbitrary Fuchsian groups G operating on A). T{ G) parametrizes the various complex
structures on the Riemann surface X = A jG. The ball of proper Beltrami differentials, L°°( A )i,
is fundamental: it is the open unit ball in the complex Banach space of L°° functions on A. The
C?-invariant Beltrami differentials constitute the closed complex subspace:

(6) L°°(G) = {{j, e L°°(A) : li{gz)7Tz)Ig'{z) = M*) a e °n A f o r ^ 9 « G}.

The unit ball L°°(G) n L°°( A)i is denoted L°°{G)\.

The chief construction is to solve the Beltrami equation

(7) wI=nwz

for any p € L°°( A )i. One needs to look at two solutions of (7), namely,

[ Wp]: The quasiconformal homeomorphism of C which is /i-conformal (i.e. solves (7)) in A, fixes
±1 and - t , and keeps A and A * (= exterior of A) both invariant. This w^ is obtained by applying
the existence and uniqueness theorem of Ahlfors-Bers (for (7)) to the Beltrami coefficient which
is /i on A and extended to A * by reflection (/2( =) = fi(z)z2/T2 for z € A).

[ w"]: The quasiconformal homeomorphism on C which is /i-conformal on A and conformal on

A*, (fixing ±1 and — i again, say), w* is obtained by applying the Ahlfors-Bers theorem to the

Beltrami coefficient which is fj, on A and zero on A *.

Now one defines, for any Fuchsian group G including G = {1}, the Teichmiiller space,

(8) ~ /

where p — v if and only if w^ = wu on 9A = S1, which happens if and only if w11 = w" on
A* U 5 1 . The space T(G) carries uniquely the stucture of a complex Banach manifold induced
from the complex structure of the open ball L°°( G)\ - i.e., such that the quotient projection

(9) <t>:L°°{Gh-*T(G)

10



becomes a holomorphic submersion.

How does this relate to moduli? If \i G L°°(G)i then w^ conjugates G to another Fuch-
sian group

( 1 0 ) GM = w ^ f

The equivalence class of n in T(G) represents the Riemann surface XM - M

Alternatively, one can utilize w* to conjugate G to a quasi-Fuchsian group

(11) G* = t^GCiaT 1

so that G11 operates discontinuously on the quasidisks A M = w^i A ) and its exterior A *** = w^i A *).
X^ is represented by A ^ / C , (whereas A ' ^ / C is the fixed Riemann surface A*/G - since w11

was conformal on A*).

From the w^ picture it is clear that

(12) T(G) = jq^sisymmetrichomeomorphismsof S1 ] / m h ,
1 compatible with G J /

Here a homeomorphism / of S1 is called quasisymmetric if it has some quasiconformal extension
into A, and / is compatible with G if /G?/"1 is again a group of (restriction to Sl of) Mobius
transformations. The relation between (8) and (12) is by associating to /j € Z/°°(G)i the homeo-
morphism Wp restricted to S1.

Remark We want to draw attention to the fundamental fact that the moduli of two-dimensional
Riemann surfaces are hereby determined by homeomorphisms of just the unit circle. Thus reparametriza-
tions of a closed string (S1) are intimately related to moduli of complex structures. Indeed, the
homomorphic embedding of M in T( 1) exhibited in Part I is simply the inclusion Diff (S1) <̂->

Utilizing the w* picture, one can associate to the Teichmiiller class of ^ the quasidisk
. Consequently:

I quasidisks on the complex sphere 1
1 normalized by Mobius transformations J

T( G) comprises those quasidisks on which some quasi-Fuchsian conjugate of G acts discontinu-
ously.

How does one pass back and forth between the descriptions (12) and (13) of Teichmiiller
space? Given a quasisymmetric homeomorphism / on Sl, extend it to any quasiconformal home-
omorphism F of A U Sl. Then, if n is the Beltrami coefficient BFfdF of F on A, the quasidisk
corresponding to / is D = A **. D does not depend on the choice of the extension F.

11

T



Conversely, note that w^ and w'1 are both ^-conformal on A - and consequently (f =
^1 is a (normalized) Riemann mapping of A onto A*1. If follows that if a quasidisk D is

supplied the corresponding quasisymmetric homeomorphism / on S1 is

(14) f=p~loc

where p and a are respectively the (normalized) Riemann mappings of A onto D and A* onto D*

(= exterior of D).

We recall now Teichmuller's Lemma, which identifies the tangent space to any T(G) at
the origin. The fundamental pairing L°°{G) x Ai{G) -* C between L°° Beltrami coefficients
and integrable holomorphic quadratic differentials for G is given by

(15) </i,*>)=

Teichmuller's Lemma: Let <I> : L°°(Gh —• T(G) be the defining quotient projection (9). The
kernel of the derivative of <I> at 0 is the subspace

(16) N(G) = {neL°°(G) :(fi,tp) = Ot for all tp e A2(G)}

Consequently, the tangent space at origin of T( G) is L°°( G) /N( G).
D

We are equipped now to define the Weil-Petersson (W-P) inner product on T( G). Given

fi,if £ L°°(G) one sets

(17)

We want to explain this formula. From Ahlfors [1] one recalls the fundamental map

given by

(18)

b/G A

A

Here B2 (G) are all the "Nehari-bounded" holomorphic quadratic differentials for G, (i.e.
|[yj(i)(l - j*|2)||oo < ooonA). The kernel of (18) is known to be precisely N(G), and conse-
quently the W-P inner product (17) becomes:

(19)

12



However, <p[ v\ ( € B% (G)) is not necessarily in Ai (G) for general Fuchsian group G. So the W-P

formula is usually defined only for the finite dimensional T( G) - when A (G is on finite confonnal

type - because for such G one knows B2 (G) = A2(G). For such G the formula (17), equivalently
(19), converges.

IL3 THE KAHLER METRIC ON Diff (S*) /SL (2 , R) IS WEIL-PETERSSON

The main program is to calculate the physicists' Kahler metric on M in terms of Bel-
trami differentials. Let /i € L°°(A) represent any tangent vector to T( 1). The corresponding
"quasisymmetric" vector field on S1 is v = w[^\{z)-^ forz = eie. Consequently,

Here w[n] is the first variation term in the solution theory of the Beltrami equation (7):

(21) wtli(z) = z + tw[fi](z) + o(t), t ->0.

Theorem II. 1 Let /x, u € L°°( A) represent two tangent vectors at the origin of T( 1). Then
the Bowick-Rajeev-Lahiri hermitian inner product g of formula (5) becomes formally:

This integration is convergent whenever /i and u represent (see (20)) at least C^+E smooth vector
fields on Sl. (Thus C2 vector fields will certainly produce convergence.)

Clearly we first need the Fourier coefficients of v(6) so that we may apply formula (5).
We have

Lemma /i 6 L°°(A) corresponds to the real vector field v($)-^ on S1 as per (20). The
Fourier coefficients of v( 6) are:

(23) Vk = — I (jL(z)Ik~2dxdyt for k > 2

A

and vk = tCT for fc < —2.

Proof The explicit formula for w[ fi] is

(24)
+

A

13
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This is the formula of Sec. 1.2.12 of Nag [14] adapted to the disk. Or see formula (1.9) of Ahlfors
[2]. Note that ii>[/i] vanishes at ±1 and —i, as it must by the normalization enforced on w^.

In (24) we substitute C = e%e and make a straight calculation (in which some remarkable
cancellations occur) to get the Fourier coefficients as desired.

D

Proof of the Theorem The coefficients v* and wt are determined respectively from p and v by
the proceeding Lemma. To apply formula (5) for the (hermitian) inner product on M we calculate
(25)

-m) \ ff
We have interchanged order of sum and integral above. This is justified whenever there is absolute

convergence - for example when the vector fields are C2+* as noted before.

Now,

(26) £ ( m 3 - m)xm~2 = 6{~* x)4 , for | s | < 1,

(as may be seen by differentiating YJ? xm = (1 - i ) " 1 three times). Using (5), (25), (26) we get

the Theorem easily.

D

Remarks Since the choice of o is at our disposal (up to a positive multiple) we will henceforth

normalize so that the factor outside the integral in (22) becomes unity. Notice that formula (22) is

now precisely the W-P formula (17) for the case G = {1}, i.e. for universal Teichmiiller space.

Corollary Let G be any infinite Fuchsian group. Then T(G) intersects
M = Diff ( S 1 ) / 5 L ( 2 , R ) transversely. Indeed, every non-null tangent vector to T(G) at the
origin, described by \i € (L°°(G) — N(G)) produces a vector field on S1 that cannot be even
C£+E smooth (for any e > 0). (Thus, iy[/i] cannot be C2 on S1 if n € (L°°(G) - N(G)),
whereas the tangent vectors to M are C°° smooth vector fields.)

Remark This Corollary is an infinitesimal form of Mostow rigidity on the line. See Sec.n.4

below.

Proof Formula (22) says that

(27)

isdefinedin Ahlfors'map (18). But ff ^f over any union of //fundamental regions

for(? is N(ti,<p}, by G-invariance. Therefore, for/x,i/ G (L°°(G) - N(G)) formula (22) and

(27) must diverge whenever G has infinitely many elements. All the assertions are now clear.

14



D

Remark If /i is a 6?-invariant Beltrami differential and ip is any (integrable) holomorphic
function on A then the classic Poincare" series formula is

(28) / /

where 62{<p) = £ f f e G ( p ° f f ) ( s ' ) 2 . (See [14], p. 73, p. 174,p. 231, etc.)

But if v € L°°(G) then p |>] is already a G-invariant quadratic differential. So the
Poincare series is simply (order of G) x<p, and the divergence of (27) is again manifest.

In spite of this divergence for T(G) of the Bowick-Rajeev et al. metric, formula (22)
one can still recover the W-P metric on every finite dimensional T(G) from formula (22), The idea
is to simply regulate passage to the limit in the improper integral. For (j., v € L°°( G) rewrite (22)
as

(29) g(li,v) = lim gAn,v)

where

(30) grin,")** If x
D, A

or, equivalently, (see Eqs.(19) and (27) above),

(30') gr(n,v)=
Dr

where DT = K = {|z| < r } , r < 1, is simply the disk of radius r.

Theorem D.2 The W-P inner product in any finite dimensional Teichmiiller space T( G), for
H,i> G L°°( G), is related to the Bowick-Rajeev inner product g by the formula:

W-P(^u) _ gAw)
= i i mW-P(vo,vo)

where VQ 6 L°°(G) - N(G) represents any nonzero tangent vector to T(G) at its origin.

Proof The group G is finitely generated of the first kind. If a function / on the hyperbolic

unit disk A is C-automorphic then it is known that

(32)
H/G \ BT(x)

15



where dA is the hyperbolic area element and Br( x) is the closed hyperbolic ball of radius r centered
at any % € A. (In particular, note that the limit involved is independent of x.) The formula (32)
follows from S.J. Patterson's results on the distribution in A of lattice points for G, this was kindly
communicated to the first author by J. Veiling.

Applying (32) to the automorphic function / = ft(z)tp[v](z)(l — |.z|2)2 we see the
theorem immediately.

D

Remark The idea, of course, is that gr(n,v) is "essentially" W — P(.H,P) times the number
of copies of a fundamental domain A/G sitting inside A,. Note that the right-hand-side of (31) is
an oo/oo form and L'Hospital's rule can be applied to advantage.

Remark Since the metric g was Kahler (Sec. H.l) to start with, this sheds new light on the

Kahlericity of the Weil-Petersson metric. That W-P is Kahlcr on T( G) was first shown by Ahlfors
in [2]. The negative curvature of W-P also fits in neatly with the corresponding fact known for g.
Utilizing the natural relationship exhibited in formula (31) between the Kahler metric g on M and
the usual Weil-Petersson metrics, one should now be able to derive the Kahlericity and the negative
curvature of W-P from the corresponding facts for g.

II.4 ON THE TRANSVERSAUTY OF T(G) WITH M

The Corollary of Theorem II. 1 of the previous section can be prettily interpreted by con-
sidering the deep question of which quasidisks correspond to points of M, and which to points
of T{G). We are now thinking of Teichmiiller space as the set of (normalized) quasidisks - as
explained in Sec. D.2.

Bowen [4] had proved that if G uniformizes a compact Riemann surface, then every non-

origin point ofT{ G) corresponds to a quasidisk with fractal boundary (i.e., Hausdorff dimension

of the bounding quasicircle is strictly greater than unity).

On the other hand, the quasidisks corresponding to the points ofM = Diff (S1) fSL( 2, R)

are the ones with C°° boundaries.

In fact, recall from Sec. II.2 the relationship between the two ways (12) and (13) of
considering Teichmiiller space. If the quasidisk is smoothly bounded then the Riemann mappings p
and a both extend smoothly to the boundaries. Hence, by formula (14) certainly the C°° quasidisks
correspond to points of M. That they comprise all of M is shown in Kirillov [10] using an idea of
Sullivan.

It is also easy to sec that a G-compatible / £ Homeo,^,?1) must be non-smooth (if
/ is not itself a Mobius transformation). For example, it is known that if / is compatible with a
compact surface group G, and / is C1 at even a single point of S], then / must represent the origin
of T{ G). One idea is to note that fGf~} - G^, and / assumed C1 on the circle, implies, on direct

16



differentiation, that the hyperbolic marked length spectra of A jG and A /G^ are the same. Hence

Gfi is not a non-trivial deformation of G - so that / represents the origin of T{ G), as desired. These

assertions are forms of Mostow rigidity on the line. See Agard [21].

We thus see that the fact that each T(G) sticks transversely out of M is intimately re-
lated to the non-smoothness of the vector fields, or the quasisymmetric homeomorphisms, or the
quasidisks corresponding to the (non-origin) points of T( G).
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